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The 2019 Luster User Group (LUG) Conference
was held May 14-17, 2019 in Houston, Texas.n

Many thanks to our LUG sponsors for their
support. Many of us have Python development
experience and were excited to learn about the

possibilities of modern software products such as:
â€¢ Pythonic, Kotlin, Pyqt and Pythony,

applications designed for programming in C,
C++, C#, B, Pytho, PyPy and Java. n The

Connectivity Research Center(CRRC) has been a
particularly valuable partner as it has helped us
leverage opportunities to: From the box: â€¢
Qt/QML: language extension with PyQt 4.0,
created as part of the Synergy project. â€¢
Silverlight: Create applications that use the
SilverLight API for Web Applications. â€¢

PHP5: creating plugins for PHP and PyQT, as
well as a web server for a PyQTP application. n
Tomsoft and RedHat were unbeatable partners
throughout the six days of the conference, and

dnn.amtools and gogogo.eu provided many
excellent licenses to access their material. h

Schattenbach, Alexander and Elena Stepanova
spoke at the conference. 5. Professional working

environment for Pythons development
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Conference recording and broadcast is an open
source parallel file system that supports many of
the requirements of high performance computing

simulation environments of the leader class. In
particular, the GIL has a digital double buffer and

a hardware container buffer built in, along with
three potential data streams for write operations.

The GIL also supports connecting to multiple
RAID controllers using "authorized access"

routines, allowing the user to select one or a group
whose privilege will be exercised when another
member of the group is not present. Alexander

Volodin spoke about the situation in Russia with
blind children and what needs to be done to help

them. As part of his speech, the scientist
emphasized that the development of computer
technology does not stand still and the issue of

making such work as the creation of wheelchairs
more accessible to people with disabilities is very

acute. Certain steps have already been taken in
this direction. Electric wheelchairs appeared in

Russia. They are quite comfortable, but their cost
is quite high.Another promising option is the
construction of special carts that can teleport.

Travel in them will occur due to the rotation of
the wheel. The technology is not yet fully
developed, but it is quite possible. At the

beginning of the event, UNICEF expert-analyst
Alexander Yuryevich Kardash made a report on
how things are with the education of deaf people
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in the Russian Federation. Based on his data, we
can say that the percentage of such children in the
country is approximately one percent of the total

number of school-age children. In general,
according to EMISS, about 23 million children

have some kind of hearing impairment, which is
about 3% of the total number of children. These

data were obtained in the course of a study among
children and their parents from different regions
of the country. Traditionally, at such conferences,

speakers used an interactive whiteboard, and
listeners were invited to actively ask their

questions about their report, discussing what they
heard. The audience was dominated by an

atmosphere of scientific optimism, and as a
result, 80% of all seats were taken by young
people. It is very pleasant that a lot of young

people took part in the event, who were actively
involved in the process of demonstrating their
achievements, asking questions and expressing

their opinion. One of the highlights of the
conference was that of Scott Miller, Ph.D., who is

also the head of the international research and
development team (Scientific Advisory Board) of
the well-known Glass software platform on which
modern mobile devices are based. He touched on

digital creation topics.
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